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ABSTRACT: Diabetic retinopathy is one of the primary crippling consistent ailments, and one of the principle 
wellsprings of preventable visual debilitation on the planet. Diabetic retinopathy screening incorporates separating of 
the retina into veins, optic circle and exudates.The acknowledgment of changes in vein structure in light of vessel 
narrowing and blockages in veins is of remarkable centrality. Vein division is the major foundation while making 
retinal screening systems since vessels serve as one of the essential retinal notable point features.The wander displays a 
robotized technique for development and division of veins in retinal pictures. A picture handling calculation that uses 
2-D Gabor wavelet for vessel change as a result of their ability to update directional structures and classifier known as 
Support Vector Machine is used.Hence,an robotized framework is developed to diagonise diabetes at an early stage. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 
 

A champion amongst the most basic diseases that achieve retinal veins structure to change is diabetic retinopathy that 
prompts visual impedance. Diabetes impacts practically 31.7 million Indian masses, and has related troubles, for 
instance, stroke, vision adversity and heart disillusionment. Diabetes happens when the pancreas does not release 
enough measure of insulin. This ailment impacts step by step the circulatory structure including the eye. Diabetic 
retinopathy is a regular purpose behind vision adversity among the diabetic masses. Notwithstanding distinctive 
advances in diabetes care consistently, vision adversity is still a possibly devastating entrapment in diabetic people. The 
risk of amazing vision adversity can be decreased on a very basic level by ideal assurance and treatment of diabetic 
retinopathy. Retinal vein structure in retinal pictures has a basic part in area of diabetic retinopathy. There are a couple 
of systems present for modified retinal vein division. Retinal vein division is the basic foundation for making retinal 
screening systems since veins serve as one of the essential retinal noteworthy point properties[5]. The most broadly 
perceived appearances of diabetic retinopathy fuse cotton downy spots, hemorrhages, hard exudates and augmented 
retinal veins. A patient with diabetic retinopathy ailment needs to encounter prompt screening of retina..Hence,here we 
have proposed a strategy in which we have utilized Gabor wavelet change for vessel enhancement.[2] 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

In this paper,segmentation of the veins from retinal pictures is finished with incredible exactness due the utilization of 
Gabor Wavelet Transform. Robotized vein division is successful to handle retinal vessel pictures under different 
conditions with sensible precision and unwavering quality for restorative analysis is proposed by .M. UsmanAkram et 
al. [1]. In this paper, we introduce a novel strategy to fragment veins and optic plate in the fundus retinal pictures. The 
technique could be utilized to bolster nonintrusive conclusion in present day ophthalmology since the morphology of 
the vein and the optic circle is an important pointer for maladies like diabetic retinopathy,glaucoma,and hypertension. 
Our strategy makes asfirst stride the extraction of the retina vascular tree utilizing the diagram cut technique.The vein 
data is then used to appraise the area of the optic circle. The optic circle division is performed utilizing two option 
strategies. The Markov arbitrary field (MRF) picture remaking strategy portions the optic plate by expelling vessels 
from the optic circle district, and the pay component technique sections the operation tic circle utilizing the earlier 
nearby force information of the vessels.The proposed strategy is tried on three open datasets, DIARETDB1, DRIVE, 
and STARE. The outcomes and correlation with option strategies demonstrate that our strategy accomplished 
remarkable execution in portioning the vein and optic circle was proposed by Ana Salazar-Gonzalez et al.[2]. This 
paper has shown a robotized framework which can recognize typical and anomalous vasculature on the optic circle. It 
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could shape part of a framework to lessen manual evaluating workload or an instrument to organize understanding 
reviewing lines. Bolster Vector Machine was utilized as a classifier. Bolster Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers have 
shown astounding execution in an assortment of example acknowledgment issues is proposed by G. Premanandan et 
al.[3]. Another imperative for optic circle recognition is proposed where the real veins are distinguished first and after 
that their crossing point is utilized to locate the estimated area of the optic plate. This is further restricted utilizing 
shading properties. It is additionally demonstrated that a large portion of the elements, for example, the veins, exudates 
and microaneurysms and hemorrhages can be identified precisely utilizing diverse morphological operations connected 
fittingly is proposed by Charu Sharma et al.[4]. This paper presents division of retinal vasculature by Gabor wavelet 
highlight based bit classifier (Support Vector Machine) and its utilization for location of early side effects of Diabetic 
Retinopathy. Execution assessment is directed utilizing openly accessible database DRIVE with reference to the 
physically sectioned pictures given in the database. The classifiers execution are assessed as far as exactness, 
affectability, specificity is proposed by Sheeba O et al.[5]. 
 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
 

A. Proposed Methodology: 
Design and implementation of an automated system for detection of  Diabetic Retinopathy using Image Processing is as 
follows: 
 
Step1: To pre-process retinal images by using 2-D Gabor Wavelet Transform  and  Adaptive Histogram Equalization 
Method. 
 
Step2: To remove optic disk by using Morphological operators. 
 
Step3: To extract feature like blood vessels and exudates using Discrete Wavelet Transform. 
 
Step4: To calculate mean of blood vessels and area of exudates. 
 
Step5: To train the SVM classifier using the mean values of the blood vessels and the area of the exudates of the 
training database. 
 
Step6: To classify the images of testing database using Support Vector Machine Classifier into Healthy or Diabetic 
retinal images. 
 
Fig.1 shows the proposed block diagram of the system for Testing phase. 
 

 
 

Fig.1 Block Diagram of Proposed Methodology. 
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B. Description of the  Proposed Algorithm: 
 
Fundus Retinal Photography uses a fundus camera to record retinal images of the part within surface of the eye,to 
report the proximity of defects and screen their change over time.A fundus camera or retinal camera is a low power 
amplifying lens with a joined camera inorder to capture the part within surface of the eye, including the retina, retinal 
vasculature, optic circle, macula, and back post (i.e. the fundus).The retina is imaged to chronicle conditions, for 
instance, diabetic retinopathy, age related macular degeneration, macular edema and retinal detachment.Eyes will be 
extended before the framework. Amplifying (extending) a patients understudy constructs the edge of observation. This 
allows the specialists to picture an a great deal more conspicuous locale and have a clearer point of view of the back of 
the eye.Training and Testing database obtained from authorized hospital. 
Step1:Pre-processing Operations 
a) Image Enhancement using 2-D Gabor Wavelet Transform. 
2-D Gabor wavelet used for vessel  in view of their ability to enhance directional structures.Segmentation of veins from 
picture is a difficult task as a result of thin vessels and low  quality between vessel edges and background.Enhances the 
vascular portion using 2-D Gabor wavelet.Original retinal picture is in RGB shading model having a for all intents and 
purposes cleanse blue band however red band is consistently drenched yet green channel gives incredible 
representation of retinal picture highlights. In revised green channel, veinsappear to be more lighter than establishment 
that is the reason we have used turned around green channel. 2-D Gabor wavelet is associated on turned around green 
channel to enhance the vascular illustration, especially, the thin and less unmistakable vessels.Gabor wavelets have 
directional identity capability.They go about as low level organized edge discriminators besides filter out the 
establishment uproar of the image.Wavelet response gives better results especially for shaky vessels. [1]  
 
Step2: Removal of Optic disk using Morphological Operators and extraction of features using Adaptive thresholding 
and Discrete Wavelet Transform. 
 
a) Morphological Opening operation. 
Opening operation is performed by using a ball shaped structuring element inorder to remove the optic disk so that we 
can concentrate only on the blood vessels.  Opening separates out the optic disk from the blood vessels.This image is 
subtracted from the enhanced image inorder to obtain an image which consist of only blood vessels.Thus the optic disk 
is totally eliminated.This image is filtered using median filter.The blood vessels are also extracted from the image using 
adaptive thresholding.Discrete Wavelet Transform extracts the exudates.[3] 
 
Step3:Discrete Wavelet Transform. 
 
     The image is decomposed into detailed and approximate components into horizontal, vertical and diagonal 
directions inorder to extract exudates using Discrete Wavelet Transform. 
 
Step4: Calculation of  different parameters. 
 
Mean of each line (column) of blood vessels extracted image is calculated and is stored as a vector.Areaof  exudates 
located image is calculated. 
 
Step5: Training of the SVM classifier using the mean values of the blood vessels and the area of the exudates of the 
training database. 
 
Support Vector Machines are based on the concept of decision planes that describes decision boundaries. A decision 
plane separates a set of objects which do not have same class memberships.Here a decision plane is one that separates 
the parameters i.e; mean of blood vessels and area of exudates  of  healthy and diabetic images.SVM is trained for 30 
images of training dataset i.e; 15 healthy and 15 diabetic retinal images.Mean of the blood vessels and area of exudates 
of Training images are saved and they are classified into healthy and diabetic on the basis of training retinal images. 
Here,linear SVM is used. 
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Step6: Classification of the images of testing database using Support Vector Machine Classifier into Healthy or 
Diabetic retinal images. 
 
The test image will be diabetic if the euclidean distance of both mean of the blood vessels and area of exudates is 
minimum.And the test image will be healthy if the euclidean distance of both mean of the blood vessels and area of 
exudates is maximum.[2] 
 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 
The proposed implementation is done using MATLAB2014. 
 

 
                                                        

Fig.2 Graphical User Interface                         Fig.3 Input Image 
 

 
 

Fig.4Continuous Wavelet TransformFig.5Enhancement using Gabor                                                                                                                              
Wavelet Transform 

 
 

 
 

Fig.6 Optic Disk removal using Morphological Operations. 
Fig.7Extraction of Blood vessels. 
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                                                      Fig.8 Locating Exudates 
 
 

V.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

An automated system has been  implemented for early detection of diabetes using Image Processing algorithm in which 
Gabor Wavelet Transform is used for enhancing  directional structures of vessels. Morphological Operation like 
opening is used to remove optic disk as we need to concentrate only on blood vessels and exudates.Discrete Wavelet 
Transform locates the exudates.DWT is used for decomposition of an image into its approximate and detailed 
components. Parameters like mean of blood vessels and area of exudates is calculated.. Support Vector Machine 
classifier is used to classify the images into Healthy or Diabetic images on the basis of the values of mean and area. 
Accuracy achieved using Gabor Wavelet Transform and SVM Classifier  is 94.88%. 
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